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INTRODUCTIOH

At the request @ the Bureau of’Aeronautlos, tests

were made of the ~-soale mode1 of the Curtlss XBTC-2

airplane in the LMAL 7- by 10-foot tunne1. The results
of a preliminary investigation of longitudinal stability
and oontrol are given in part I (ref’erenoe1).

When lateral-stabilit tests of the original model
were made, it was found: & rst, that a rudder-force
reversal was evident; end, seoond, that a large reduo-
tlon in effective dihedral was shown when flaps were
lowered and take-off power applied. In an attempt to
remove the rudder-fome reversal, various dorsal fins
and a .modifledvertloal tail were tested. In an attempt
to reduce the change ~n effeotive dihedral with flap
deflection and power, the followlnc modifications were ~
tested: the outboard flaps skewed from their orlglnal
position (effectively swept baok), wing tips which could
be made to turn up when the flaps were lowered, and three
modifications to the wing plan form

.

The present report also includes some e6tlmates of
flying qualities tiloh were”computed frcxnthe data herela.

A new model is to be built and”tested which will
Incorporate modifications as judged best from the preseti
tests, . - . . . - .

—
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The original model was supplied by the Columbus
division of the Curtlss-Wright Corporation. It was
equipped with a six-blade, dual-rotatin propeller which

%was not to scale, its diameter being 1. 13 feet as com-
pared to the scale value of 1.771 fset. The model was
not checked for accuracy but was found to be faired and
finished in a satisfactory manner. The original model is
shown in figure 1. Cowl flaps were made at LMAL as shown
on figure 20 Some deteils of the ~ileron are shown in
figure 5. The various modifications were constructed by
the Navy, the Curtiss+right Corporation, or the LMAL.
They are as follows: “ .

Modifications Figure No.

Swept-back outer wing panel 4

Rectangular outer wing panel 5

Rectsngulhr wing . 6

Upturned wing tips 7

Skewed flap positions 8“

Canopy opening ... 9

Dorsal fins 10

Revised vertical tail 11

For all wings tested, the dihedral of the center
panel was 0° and of the outer psnel 10°, measured at . “ .
the leading edge of the chord line. ..’
.!
.. The swept-beck outer wing panel was formed by

pivoting the original outer wing panel about a line so
that the total wing area and incidence remained about
constsnt~ The wing sections of.the outer p~els were
thus at an angle to the air stream for this condition.

The rectangular outboard wing panel is rectangular
f~om the break outward giving a larger total area~ The .
rectangular wing was formed by the rectangular outer. .

r
—— . . . . . - - .- . .. . . -.
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. . . panel of ftgure 5 and a rectangular center section (fig-
ure 6)*. .Therectangular wing h&s approximately”the.~ame..
area as the.original wing. . . . .

.. .
The u@urned wing tips replaced the original.wing

tips. The wing area and aspeot.ratio were increased;
the modification was made In this manner to avoid cutting.
the aileron. “

&e sweep or skew of the outboard’flap”’waschanged .
by plvotzng about the outboard fitting (fig; 8). Since
the orzglnal flap fittings were”used, the gap between
the.flsp and the wing and the flap .angles.chahgedwhen
the flap was skewed. The gaps obtained with the original
fittings were quite large for the.skewed positions, and
it was felt that the lift would be reduced. Conseq~ntly,
the gap was made sm~ler end most of the tests were run
with the small gap.

The canopy opening, although not quite like that of
the airplane, Is believed to simulate-the airplane
aerodynazdcally.

The revised vertical tall had the same plan fozm
and section as the original vertical tail. The rudder
hinge line was moved back 0.86 inch on the model and the
overhanging balance reduced to a mlnlmum.

The power plant consisted of an Induction motor, “
a dual-rotation gearbcx, and the dual-rotatingpropeller.

TE”SiCAND RESUIITS m

Test conditions.- The tests were made in the LTdAL
7- by 10-foot tunnel at dfiamlc pressures of 9.21 pounds
per square foot for power-on tests in the landing con-
figuration and 16.37 pounds per squ~e foot Zor all otjher
tests, corresponding to airspeeds of about 60 and 80 mil~s
per hour. The test Reynolds numbers were about 560,000

z
“and.~~000 based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord of ~
12.2 inches. Because of the turbulence fab-tor..of1.6 : ‘
for the tunnel, effective Reynolds numbers were about
896,000 and 1,192,000.

., - . . ..
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Coefficients and syhbolsti-The results of tie t-eats
are presented in standard NACA coefficients of forces and
mom nts. Rolling-, yawing-, and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients are given about the center-of-gravity loaatlon
shown in figure 1 (22 percent”of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the original wing). The data are referred to a
system of axes in which the Z axis is in the plane of
symmetry and perpendicular to the relative wing, the
X axis is in the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to
the Z axi~ and the Y axis is perpendicular to the plane
of symmetry (fig. 12). ..

The coefficients and symbols are defined as follows:

CL lift coefficient (Z/qS)

cm resultant-drag coefficient (X/@)

Cy lateral-force ooefficient (Y/qS)

cl rolling-moment coefficient (L/qSb)

c1 damping in roll
P ,*

%n pitching-moment coefficient (M/qSc)

Cn yawing-moment coefficient (N/qSb)

Ch “ hinge-moment coefficient (H/qb@

ffct effective thrust coefficient (T/qS)

V/nD propeller advance-di~eter rstio

where the quantities are defined below and’in figure 12.,

x
Y
}

forces along axes “
z

L

}

..

M ~oments about axes
N

H hinge moment of s control surface
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q dynamic press~q
..-

.“
s wing area (6.34 square feet on model except for\- original center panel with rectangular outer

panels which is 7,26 square feet and for the
or inal wing with uptumned wing.tip which is

. . 6.& square feet. The ooefflolents for the up-
turned wing-tip modlfioatlon, however, are based
on 6.34 square feet.) . .

5

c wing me& aerodyriamlcchord (12.26 Inches on model.
~is value of c Is used as a basip for G

b

v

D

n

and

t

P

a

for all wings even though original center p-&el
with reotenguler outer panel has larger actual
mean aerodynamic chord.)

root mean s~are chord of G control.surface bsek of
hinge line . .

wing span (6.25 feet on model. This value of b“ is
used as a basis for Cn .~d CL for all wings
even though original wing with upturned wing tips
hss a span of 6.5 feet.)

with subscripts, spen of control surface

air velocity

propeller diameter (1.815 feet on model)

revolutions per
... .

time, seconds

mass density of

angle of attack

second
. . .,

air

of thrust line, degrees -

. .
angle ~f yaw, degrees . .. . ..

-.”;= . .angle of sideslip, degrees; .4 in this ~-eport.. . .
angle.of roll, de&6es, measured fronihorizontfi~

positive when rl@t wing is low
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yawing velocity, ‘degrees
the nose Is moving to,

per second; positive when
the right

rolltng velocity @/~t, ra~lans per second (except
as noted); .positlvewhen tb.eairplane is rotating
clockwise when viewed from the rear .

angle of wing incidence with respect to thrust line,
degrees; positive when the trailing edge.is down

angle of stabilizer with respect to thrust line,
degrees; Fosltive when tr~illng edge is down

..
control-surface deflection, degrees

front-propeller-blade angle at 0.75 radius

rear-propeller-blade angle et 0.75 radius

effective dihedral angle, degraes

byOaOW2~ a good approximation

)accurate for all plan forms

Subscripts: .
.

(cl divided
*

but not strictly

a aileron (ar, az right and left aileron)

e elevator

r rudder

f flap

,* denotes partial derivatives of a coefficient with

(
t)c~

respect to angle of yaw example: Cl = —
bq )

i inboard

o outboard

Corrections.- All data have been corrected for tares
cause~~del support strut. Jet-bound~ry correc-
tions have been app+ied to the angles of at.t~ck,the-drag
coefficients, and the ‘tall-onpitching-moment coeffi-
cients. The corrections were computed as follows:

“.
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. . Au = 57.36w~CL (degrees)
.... ....... ... -.. . .. .“

ACD
$2=8w~cL , “

.

where .

.

Acm = .( )-57.3 a. - Uw ~ ~+ c
I/%/q

~L

“.
.’.

. .

~ jet-boruyiarycorrectionfactor at t~ wing

t3~ total jet-boundary oorreotlon at the tall

s ‘mod~l wing area’’(6:.B4sq ft).

tunnel oross-seetionel area (69.59 sq ft)

chenge in pltchl
Y

-moment coeff’ielentper degree.,
change In steb lizefisetting as determined in “
tests

qvq “ratioof effective dynamic pressure over the hori-
. ~Opta> t6il tf) free-streaUAdyn~c pressure

All.Jet-boundary corrections were added to the test
dots, ..L

.
“, ., . . ..,.

Test..procedure.-Propeller calibrations were made
by measuring the resultant drag of the.olean model at 0°
angle of attack for a series of propeller.speeds; .9?hrust
coefficients were determined from the.reletlon . ...
. .

Tcf ‘.CD - C% . ...

where GD “ is the dnag”.matfiol.efitof the modpl with.
propeller r#nove,d,and” C% is +he.resulttit drag coef~

ficient with propeller operating. The.results..of*
calibration are presented ififlgimk 13J ‘.~-””.. - -

The thrust coefficient avg~lable-at any 11’ftooeffi-
cd.entIs givm on figure 14. “.These data were supplied by
the Curtlss-lh?lghtCorporation. Slnoe”ponstant..poweris..

.
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simulated, only one point on the curve will be for level
flight for a given model cxmf$guration. Lower values
of Tc~ will be for the airplane descending and higher
values will be for the Girplane olimbing. With the
original center section and rectangular outer panels,
the wing area was increased and the coefficients were
based on the actual wing area. Since the relation
between Tot and CL depends on the wing area and wing
loading, certain assumptions about airplane weight had
to be made. One possibility is to assume that the wing
loading remained constant with the corresponding increase
in airplane gross weight. Another possibility is that
the airplane weight would remain constant with the corre-
sponding reduction in wing loadlng- The case of oonstsnt
airplane weight is called “power A~lwhile the case of
oonstant airplane wing loading is called “power B.[t The
engine power is identicd for.the two cases.

Most oi’the results of this report are presented
In two types of plots: first, the aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are plotted against yaw, aid second, the lateral-
stability derivatives are plotted against lift coefficient%
Power-on yaw tests were made at a constant angle of attack
and propeller speed. Since lift coefficient varies with
yaw, the variation of Tcl versus CL given on fig-
ure 14 is strictly followed only ~t zero yaw. Lateral-
stabillty derivatives were obtained from pitch tests at
-5° and 5° yaw by assuming a stralg.ht-linevarlatlon
between those points. Propeller speed for these tests
was varied to follow Tc~ versus CL given on figure 14
in the smne manner as for the pitch ~ests at-zero yaw
given in reference 1. The large-symbol points on the
plots of lateral-stability derivatives were obtained by
measuring slopes from the yaw tests, The large-symbol
points are considered more accurate than the small-symbol
points at the specific lift coefficient.

In the text and on the figures, the model configu-
ration is given as *icruisingi’or ltlanding.~lThese condi-
tions except as noted are describGd as follows;

(a) Cruising configuration:

JU1 flaps retracted
Landing gear retracted
Cowl flaps closed - -
Slats retrected
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... . ‘fq),Cmiislng conflguraijioh.~con~iqued):“... .. ..---” .... . .,,----
Propeller blade azigies & = iog, . ~“= ~9$0,

for the original wing, and + = 2s~,

. ~ = 22+: for a’11other wing plan forms.

(This ch
Y

e In .bladaangle was found to .
heve a neg igible effect, reference 1.) ....

Lb) Landing configuration:

Inboard fleps~ afs =.500 ~ .

‘Landing gear extendbd : :..
Cowl fl~a, 250
Outboard slat extended (the is-inch portion

shown on fig. 1) .
Propeller blade angles ~F = 23*: PR = z+

Wh6n”ho.~stated, the wing used will be the original.wing.
Sind& the.orig”inaland revised vertical tail have identic~.
plan forma and sections, the vertlcel t~il Is not always.-
etated. When not given, the original.dorsal fin wes.used.
Stabilizer settings are given in the following tab~e:. “

. . - . .

‘. “

.-.. Vmlg ,

Original
Swept-beck
Rectangular outer

panels
Rectangular

Cruising Lend@
configuration configuration

(deg] (deg)

.1.0..
-2.0 :

%1.2 . .I -197
-3.2 -2.3

.:’
. ... .

. .

No qtt&pt was ~tidetb.~hatibthe same stabilizer.,‘~’:.,.
settiqg becqu?e stab+~izer $ettlngs.were set for the . ‘
longliiudinal-$tabilttyte~tso The dtiferenoes In Stan .
bilzzer setting is not ~qllevqd to a$’feetthe lateral-
stabllfty..charecterlstics;beGa@e ’af”.thesystetiof axes
used in presenting the data.< . ..”... “ ;...-. -.

.. .. . ... ..- .. .. .. ... . .,
..: .,... ..
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Computation of aileron and rudder control forces.-
Aileron control forces were computed ~rom the i’011Owh.g
fo~a:. . .

Fa =
CL ,

which is based on the following information supplied by
the Curtf.ss-Wrl@t Corporation:

Wing loading, K/s = 39●L Bounds per square foot
Total aileron movement -.30
Total stick movement, 417.0
Stick length, 29 inches to center of hand grip

The wing-tip helix angle was computed as follows:

. .
F!2 . O.%.*
2V

P

where p is the rolling vgloclty in radians per second;
Czm..Is the dsmping in roll (0.~08) obtolnedfrom refer=

en~e 20 The factor of 0.8 Is sn arbltrsry value which
“approximatesthe reduction in rolling velocity due pri-
marily to adverse yaw et low speeds and wing twist at
high speeds detemined from a number of flight tests of
conventional airplanes. For the tests a wire 0.007 inch
in diameter was fixed at 10 percent of the wing chord
on the upper surface in an attempt to simulate full-scale
transition conditions more closely.

Rudder-pedal forces were COmpUtOd from the followhg
formula: . .

tail and K = 1193where K = 232)+ for the original
for the revised te~l which Is based on the follow&
hforme+tlon supplied by the Cur”tiss-Kri@t Co~oretion:

. .
Wing “loading,W/S =

k
390 og~uda per squsre foot

Total rudder movement,
Total pedal movement, 30.64°
Radius of pedel about center of rotation,

12 inches
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~ refinement was made in t+e caloulatlons for the..-.
revised verti-cal“tallby tncluding-”acorrection for strain-
gage deflection. Calibration of this deflection gave a

A6P
value of — = -7.32 for the wlndmillhg condition

% A6r
(q= .16.37) end a .—= -4..).2 for the take-off power .

%
condition (q = 9.21). The result was subtracted ~rom
the nominal rudder angle to get the corrected rudder
angle. The maximum correction was about 3°. This cor-
rection has been made to plots of 6P against * or Cn
but not to the data glvlng Cn. a~~inst ~ because the
correction would vsry with W for the latter case. The
strain gage for the aileron and o~’iginaltail was much .
more rigid so that deflection was negligible.

DISCUSSION

Ftfect of wing plan form and powir. (a) SmalI
angles of ~aw.- Figure 15 corn= CyWS CnWs and Ct

*
of various wing plan forms for the range of power and
flap conditions. The variation of CnW and CYW Is

much greater with flight conditions than with wing plan
form. Gn,

#
varies from a maximum of about -0.0040 f~r

the landing configuration with take-off power to a mini-
mum of -0,0005 for the cruising configuration with pro:
peller windmilling. Cy varies from about 0.040,f’or

t
the landing configuration with take-off power to about
0.008 for the cruising oonflguration with propeller
windmllling. cl~ varies considerably with both plan

form and power. ‘The”ve~~ation is illustrated in table I.

Effective dihedrel is 85 to ll~” &l = “0,0002 Is

}

*
equive18nt to 1° effeotive dthedral “-inthe cruis”ingor
divo condition, These values may be too large for “
deslrable”f’lyingqualities. The o~iginal wing loses
effective dihedral with increase in lift coefficient
and.flap deflection whareas the other wing plan forms
gain in effective dlhedz’z’al.All the wings lose effective

. _ .——.
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dihedral when poweria applied. Since the effective
dihedral in any given fll.ghtcondition may be changed by
changing the geometric dihedral, the relative merit of
the various plan forms can probably best be judged by
the bottom line of the table. This line gives the change
in effective dihedral from the dtve or cruising condi-
tion to the most adverse cond.ltion,lsndtng configuration
with a take-off power at a high CL* A small or zero
change in effective dihedral is desirable. The least

change occurs with the rectangular wing, -6~0,and the

greatest change occurs with the original wing, +21~,

with the swept-back and rectangular outer panels lying

In between -9~, -10°. The effective dihedral of the

model with the swept-back outer pcnela decreases sharply
near maximum lift (fig. 15(a)). This fact indicates
that the leading wing tip is probably stalling first.
There Is a large variation h stalling characteristics
of the different wing plan forms, but this subject has
been discussed in reference 1.

The ticrement in the lateral-stability derivatives o
caused by power have been isolated on figure 16 by sub-
tracting the wlndmi.lllngvalues of figures 15(a) and
15(c) from the power-on values of figures 15(b) and 15(d).
The subtraction for figure 16(a) was performed with
values taken at the same angle of attack while the sub-
traction for figure 16(b) was performed with values taken
at the same lift coefficient, Sines the results on
figure 16 represent fairly small differences of large
values, most of the scatter between various wing plan
forms may be considered to be exper-ntel error.

The Increase In
c%

with power can be primarily

explained as follows: A-yawed propeller produces a con-
siderable side force. The magnitude of this side force
increases markedly with Tc~, and hence with CL for
the power-on condltlon. The lateral force produced by
the vertical tail increases with Tcl because of the
greater dynamic pressure ratio in the slipstream as Tc~
is Increased, The lateral force of the fuselage probably
also increases with Tc~ as a result of being In the

—-

slipstreama Opposed to the increase in Cy with Tcf
*

—. .— .-l
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is the fact thet sidewash resulting from propeller opera-
... tion decreases the angle of attack of,the vertical tail

and fuselage... .

Directional stability also Increases with CL when
power is on. This f.aotindioates that the Increased
verti~al-tall load due to the slipstream times its momant
arm about the center of gravity produces the largest
yawing moments. The increase of the propelier side force
times its moment arm and the change In fuselage moment
are the lesser effects.. n

The variation in C% with plan form and flap

deflection Is illustrated in reference 3. The reason for
the loss in effective”dihedral with increase in Tc~ can
be prlmerlly explained as follows: When an airplane is
yawed, the.slipstream tends to follow the relative wind
lying somewhere between the longitudinal axis and the
wind axis. The trailing side of the wing receives more
slipstream than the leading side, thus causing a greater
increase in lift on the trailing side than on the leading
side. This effect is destablllzlng since it Is opposite
to tinerolling moment produced by positive dihedral.

The increase In CL due to the propeller force and
the slipstream over the wing is shown in fi~re 16(a).
The val~ of AC% on figure 16 varies considerably

with change of wing. Since the rectangular wing has the
least area In the slipstremn, reduction in effective
dihedral due to power may be expected to be smallest for
this case whloh Is borne out to a lar@ extent by the
results-” As ell the other wings had the same center
section, the difference shown between them is largely
unexplained, Some of the difference may be attributed
to the difference In span-load distribution across the
center seoti.onwith the various outboard panels.

(b) LarBe &les of yaw.- In addlt~on to .gfving
slopesshown by largs. s~bols in previous figures,
figures 17.pnd .18show the effect of large angles .~ yaw
on the aerodymam~c ,charackeristios..Characteristics.of
the model in yaw with tail off are shown in.~l,gure19 -“
and 20. Where the power effect is smell (the wlnd-
mllllrigcondition and the low lift-coefficient condition
with take-off power) Cy

*
.’withtail on continue. ad Cnw .

.. .

j: J;. .. ., # . . ,. . . ., I .+ . . . . —...
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to large angles of yaw with little oh-e. Cz reduces
w“

markedly at large angles of yaw. Since Cl neve”rreverses
sign at large angles of yaw, the change in slope is
believed to be of’little tiportanoe. Displacement of
the ~ curves, one from another, is caused chiefly
by the d.lff’erentstabilizer settings and wing mean aero-
dynamic chord positions. c~ decrease? with angle of

yaw as e result of the syste~ of .ax~sused. While Ch

along the axis used reduoes with yew, cm along the “’

wind axis actually Increases with yaw as would be expecte&
CL does not change much with yaw. When the power effect
iS large (take-off power’at a high CLJ the same trends
are shown except as I’ollows: With tail on Cm, decreases

considerable with yaw in the cruising configur&tlon
(fig. 17(d)Y and changes sharply for the landing configu-
ration, becoming quite highly positive beyond -20° of
yaw (fig. 18(b)). This sharp change In CnW probably

occurs when the tail”leaves the slipstream. With tail’
off and power on, cn~ is hi@y positive (fig. 20(b))

but beeomes highly ne”ative at small yaw angles when the
Btail is added (fig. 1 (b)) indicating a large effeot of

the tail when in the slipstream. When the tail leaves
the slipstream, its effectiveness decreases considerably
so that tie high positive

Cw
of the tail-off curve

predominates.

(JUthOU@ believed to have only a small effect on
the results, the following infomnation is given for com-
pleteness. On figures 17 and 18 the original dorsal fin
was used with the original W- and dorsal D1 was used
for all other plan forms. On figures 17, 18, 19, and 20
the leading-edge sl~t was open to the fold line for the
original wing, “but only the outboard portion (13 inches

“ on model] was open for the other plan forms.)

tips.- The veriation of the
c is shown on fig-

ure 210 27-~3) are the dates
of testing. There ere only slight changes in Cyllrand

Cnti with take-off power due to the “upturnedwingwtfps;
ho;ever, the upturned wing tips cause a considerably
less stable C

9
with wlndmilling power. Although there
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is poor agreement between cL!. obtained from pitch tests
. . . . .... ,.,

made ‘&t”*5° ‘yaw;&d y“awtestsy.(indicated by the largd
symbols),.the increment In effeotive dihedral caused by
the upturned wing tips for propeller windmilling Is about
2.6° effeotlve dihedral. For take-off power, however,
even.the incrq~nt 1s in poor agree~nt. The curves com-
pared on figure 21 were obtained from data taken about
2 months aparf With seve~al model changes being made in
the meantime; therefore, the data indicated by the large
dtamond and sqpare of the santedate are considered much
more acourate. These points were o~~alned from figure 22
and indicate an increase of about 3Z in effective dfiedral

due to upturned-wing tips.w.~thtak6_off power.. It may be
conoluded that, for the lending oonfl.guration,the upturned
wing tips ma

I
-beexpeoted.to Increase the effective dihe-

dral about 2Z0 for the windmilling)condltion (CL s 1.6)

10 to 5° for the take-off power conditionand about ~Z

(OL H 2.’7). “ .

Effect of outboard flap modification.- The effect
of skewing the outboard flap and removing the outboard
flap b showti”infig~es 23, 24, @nd 25. M a convenience
tn.testing, some of the tests were made with the tell and
some without.

Table II has been ”preparedto correlate and summarize
the effective dihedral results. The values of re are
obtained ftim slopes measured from figures 23 and 24. The
valtiesOf r. ‘with the asterisk (u) were obteined by
addl.~ or su~tracting the contribution of the tail wh
was found by gomparing figures 18 and 20 to be about
Of” ra for “the”.wlndndlllngcondition and ).+Oof l?.

.ioh
10
for

the t--e-off power conditions at the angles of att~ck
corresponding“to the yaw tests, Skewing the flap from
the original posltl”onof -1.4;5°to 0.7° gives a consid-
erable improvement in.effective dihedral while further
skew to 11.3° gate no further improvement. Removing “
the flap entirely gave the-most improvement; however,
these modifications reduce Cr. as reported in refer-

,,
ence 1. F@re 25 sfiws that?~wing the outboard flap
reduoes themvariation of effeetive dihedral with, CL
similar to effect of sweeping the outboerd wing panel
back as previously,discussed. Adding the tail to the
case of Afo = 0.7 with -take-offpower would raise the
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“curveabout 4° effective dihedral at the hl@er
coefficients. Fimre 23 shows titwtthere 1s no

lift
meas-—

urable effect of =hangihg the flap gap. Openin the
t(slats inbreased the effective dihedral about 3. 0 fig. 24

and table II).

Effect of canopy openi~.- Opening the canopy is
shown to have no meestmable effect on the variation of
Cn with ~ between *10° W (fig. 26). me difference
in Cn at *15° is not believed to indicate any”dangerous
tendency.

Aileron control.- The results of’the tests of the
left a~leron are shown In figure 27. A transition wire
0.007 inch In diameter was placed on the upper surface
of the wing at the 10-percent-chord station in an attempt
td duplicate full-scale transition conditions more
closely. The varlatlon of wing-tip helix angle pb/2V-
wlth stick force was computed for figure 2~(a) for both
ailerons. The results are reduced b multiplying by 0.8

7to approximate the reduction In pb 2V due primarily
to adverse yaw and wing twist as previously mentioned.
To check the validity of the 0.8 factor at s low speed
with flaps down where adverse yaw is greatest, a theo-
retical time history of the motion followhg an abrupt
full ”ailerondeflection (*15°) was computed using a
refinemnt of the step-by-step computation given in
reference 49 The refinement was to use the slopes at
the angle of sideslip tinderconsideration instead of’a
single vslue of slope measured at zero sidesllp. The
results of the computation arg given in f@ure 28(b).
The model with the swept-back outer wing penels was
chosen for the computation, because of the closer simu-
lation of the airplane. The speed chosen was 9k.J miles
per hour which is 120 percent of the minimum speed.
The maximum pb/2V at about 1 second is 0.082. To
obtain 0.082, Cl/clp would have to be multiplied by

0.86 Instead of the usual factor of 0.8. The average
pb/2V for a 90° bank, where sldeslip reaches a maximum,
is only 0.067: TO obtain 0.067, cz/czn would have to

be multiplied by 0.70 instead of 0.8. ‘%1tie speed
increases this factor for a 90° bank would increase”until
at high speed the factor would be reduced by wing twist.

The Navy requirement F-8 and F-9 of’references
states IIIbrief that a pb/2V of 0,08 is required at



any speed between 1)+0percent of stalling speed and
80 percent..ofmaxi.rium”speed with “ecoqtrol force not
exceeding 30 poun~s. As shown, the average effective- “
ness 1s too low at 14.0 percent.of minimum speed, althou

?l?the maximum rate of roll meets the requirement (fig. 28 ],
in the landing configuration.ar@ tie control force is too
hi@ at 80 percent of maximum speeod..The eilerons meet
the requirement at the cruising speed of 220 miles per
hour. ,, ,

Rudder-free characteristics.- Preliminary tests .
showed that a reversal of yawing moment would occur, and
hence a reversal of rudder force,.for the cruising con-
figuration wi~ take-off p~wer at.s high a (fig. 29(a))
and for the landing confi”

Y
ation with windmilli.ngor

take-~ff power (figs..29(b ~and 29(c)). WMle the reversal
occurs earlier for the.windmilling cbnditlon, it was more
severe for the taks-off power condition. Most of the
dorsal fins were therefore tasted in the landhg configu-
ration,with take-off power. The addition of the dorsal .
fins delays the reversal of yawing moments about as fol-
lows: original dorsal, 3°; dorsal Dl, 9°; dorsal D2,

4
1 P.

These values canbe obtained from figure 29(c) by the
proper addition and subtraction.

It was thought that a revised vertical tail of the
same plan form and area having a smeller chord rudder
might prove better because when tho tail stalls a smaller
portion of the area would-be deflected so that a greater
restoring moment in yaw would result. Beceuse of’the
dual-rotating propeller, the directional control supplied
by a smeller chord rudder s.tiuldbo sufficient. For the
windmilling condition, the ,revisedvertical tail alone
eliminated the reversal of yawing moments (fig. 2g(b)).
For the landing configuration wi,thtake-off power, the
ravlsed vertical &ai.1delays the.reversal of

T
awlng

moments about 5* ~ beyond that for the or ginal tail
when results wfti the same dorsal fin are compared
(fig. 29(c)).

I Rudder tests..- The te”stdata of the original tail
., are shown In.figure 30 and the revised tail ih figures 31,

32, and 35. Cert~n flylng qpalities computed from these
fQures are presented onfl

Y
es 34, 35, 36, and 37. The

rudder-free figure (fig. 29 b)) was alsd used to help
determine where rudder-force reversal occurred on the
original tell fcm figure 35. 0
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The take-off power rudder calculations were made
for a CL = 1.74, although the take-off power rudder.
test data were taken at a C

i
= 2.77 (fig. 33). Tcf was

therefore higher for the tes than it would be for the
flight oondltions computed. The calculations were made
In this manner so that a better.conqm?i.soncould be made
with the windmlllihg condition at i.2 times the power-
off minimum speed. For the take-off power results on
tigures 35 Snd 37, an interpolation was made between the
windmllllng condition (fig. 32) and the take-off power

difference.condition given on figure 33 for the. Tcl .

In the cr$sing configuration, tie revised tall .

oould hold 11* of sideslip; however~ at high speed this

value of side~lip would be reduced considerably because
of high pedal forces (fig. 34)s In we lsndhg configu-
ration, the revised tell can hold 10 of sldeslip for
win.dmlllingpower and 120 for take-off power at 94..4miles
per hour, which is about 1.2 tties the minimum speed.
For a maximum pedal=~orce of 18o pounds as specified in

reference 5, only 8~” of sideslip could be held with
take-off power. The orlglnsl ta~1 holds 240 Of sldesllp
or 2.4 times the velue for the revised tall; however$ a
rudder-force reversal occurs at 16” sideslip whioh vio-
lates requirement E-3 of reference 5. The revised tail
could be improved by tncre~slng thg overhanging balance.
The original tall could be Improved by lncreashg the
dorsal-fin size and possibly reducing the deflection
range.

Since there are no asymmetric yawing moments to trim”
with the dual-rotsting propellers the most severe require-
ment for the rudder is probably for neutralizing the
adverse yaw of the ailerons. Rudder control for spin c
recovery may be the most severe rudder requirement.. Spin-
racovery tests are to ba made in the NACA spin tunnel.
The maximum adverse yaw of’the ailerons was determined
by adding the test Cn for the ailerons as given on.,
figure 27 to the Cn due to rollhg computed from the
method given in reference 6. These estimates were placed
on figures 36 md 37. Zither vertical tail can easily
neutralize the aileron adverse yawing moment.
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CONCLUSIONS
.,, .. ..

The following cQncluslops may be @awn .as.to the
lateral stability and-control of’the XETC-2-airplane.” . ‘.. . .. ,. .,

1. Wing.pl-~”fbrm had a’”prtin&ncedeffect oi-t~e
variation of effective diliedral.with lift coeffidt6’nt
and flap deflection. ~lng pls+ ~orm h~.little effect , . -
on directional stability or IateFel fdrce. “ ,.

. . :l“-

2. The application of pow&~ particul”hly~at high
lift.coeff$clents,deoreased the.effective dihedral,
bpt increased the directional stability and latdfialforc&. ..

“~ 3.’Wltk the uptubned wing ti~,s”for the wln&ailling
condition. (CL = 106), the effective dihedrel was

Increased about 2~,and with tske-off power (CL =2.7), “

about 3~0 to 50.

4. For the landing configuration,~giving Sweepback
to the outboard flap Qr removing the outboard flap reduced
the chmge In effective dihedral with lift coefficient
but reduced the-meximum lift coefficient obtainable.

5, Aileron effectiveness was niarginalfor the
lan~lng co~i~ation and all,eroncontrol force was too s..
high at h$gh”speed. .

..
6. The rudder-force reversal was improved consider-

ably by increasing the dorsal-fin size and also by
reducing the rudder chord while maintaining the same
vertical-tail area.

7. Aileron yawing moments, the only asymmetric
yawing moments occurring in normal fllght with a dual-
rotating propeller, were easzly neutralized by the
rudder.

~. Rudder control for spin recovery may ~e the most
severe rudder requirement. It is recommended that the
narrow-chord rudder he oheoked for spin recovery as well
as the larger rudder.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Mvisory Comnlttee for Aeronautlos

Langley Field, Va., August 18, 1944
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TABLE I.- EFFECT OF hING PLAN FORM ON EFFECTIVEDIHEDRAL

Swept Rectangular
FIQht condition Original back outer panels Rectangular

(deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)
J

1 Cruising configuration
windmillingor power on, %~ g~ 10 1+

; low CL

2. Landing configuration
windmllli~, high CL 4 12 11+ 17

3 Landing configureion
take-offpower, high CL -13 0 0 5

4. 3-1 -21* -9$ -lo -6$ :

NOTE: Table made from large symbols on figure 15.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTFJ3FOR AERONAUTICS



TABLE II.- EFFECT OF OUTBOARD FLAY

ON EFFECTIVE DIIIEDRAL

MODIFICATION

-. ,.-

[Origlnai plan form, landi@ cO-hfig&ation]

Outboard flap
condltion

Afo = -14.5°
(original)

Afo = 0“
?
0 (both

gaps

Afo = 1103°

Flap up

Af = -14.5°
0 (original)

*f. = 0“
J
0 (small

gaps

F1np Up

Flap Up (L.E. slOt
olosed)

Power CL

V1’indmllllng1.67

----do----- 1.53

----do----- 1.41

----do----- 1.26

Take-off 2.~5

----do----- 2.57

.-.-~o-----zo~~

----do----- 2.22

9.2

9.2

9.1

8.9

10.6

10.J+

10.5

10.5

‘e I ‘e

!aL3
4

~a

8.3a ‘7.3

8.3a

11.5a

-13

-6a

-4.6

-8.0

7.3

10,5

-17a

-lo

-8.6a

-12.0a

.

%timated from average effects of tail on re.

NOTE: For the cruising configuration with tail on at a
low CL, re = 8.5°, power on or windmilling.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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OUTLINE OF FIGURES ON ~+CALE MODEL OF XBTC-2 AIRPLANE

-,- . . . ..

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

.. ,

hfo del

Orlglnal model (complete) . .
Cowl flaps
Aileron deta~l~ 1 I 1 1 I 1 1
Outer wing panels swept back
Rectangular outer wing panels
Rectangular wing . . . .
Wing with upturned”t~ps . . .
Wing with skewed flaps . . ,
Canopy opening . . . . . . .
Dorsalflns . . . . . . . . .
Original and revised vertical

9*9.* .9

● . . . . . .

990=.. ●

89*9*. ●

● a.m. .9

9*9*** ●

999*V. ●

● omma. 9

● .m.m. .

● m*. ● *

tolls . . . .

Fig. No.

Systemofaxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Power oper~tlon

Propeller cellbretion . . . . . . . . . . .
Tclver~us CL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Effect of’wing plan form

Lateral-stability derivatives,
CL*; Cqy, Cyw . ● ● . ● ● . . . . . .

Effect of power on czti’ c~s Cyti“ “ “ ●

Yaw tests:
T .

Cruising configuration, tail on . . . .
Landing configuration, tail on . . . . .
Cruising configuration, tail oPf . . . .
Landing configuration, tail off . . . .

Effeot of upturned wing tips

Lateral-stebility derivatives . . . , . . .
Yaw test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Effect of outboard flap modifications.

Yaw test (skewed flaps) . . ... . . . . . .
Yaw test (flap end slat modifications) . .
Effective dihedral . . . . . . . . . . . .



. OUTLINE OF FIGURES - Continued

.. .. . . . . .-..

G. Effect qf CSIIOpyopening i-nyaw . . . . . . .

H. Alleroh control

Aileron deflection •m~~ww .-.
Aileron flying quali~i;s- . . . . . . . . .

I. Rudder control

Rudder free (yaw tests) . . . . . . . . . .
Rudder deflection (yaw tests):

Original vertical tail . . . . . . . . .
Revised vertical tail:

Cruising configuration windflilling
Lending configuration windm..lling. 1
Landing configuration t&ke-off power .

Rudder flylng qualities
In 8~deSlip:

Cruising configuration . . . . . . .
Lending configuration , h . . . . . .

Neutralizing aileron Cn:
Cruising configuration . . . . . . .
Landing configuration . . . . . . . .

Fig, No.

26 “

29

30

31
32
33

34
35

36
37

—
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Figure l(b). - The ~- scale model of the XBTC -2 airplane in the LMAL ,7-by lo-foot tunnel.
Landing configuration.
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Figure 5(b). - The $- scale model of the XBTC-2
Cruising configuration.

airplane with rectangular outer wing panels.
Tail off.
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The original model was supplied by the Columbus
division of the Curtlss-Wright Corporation. It was
equipped with a six-blade, dual-rotatin propeller which

%was not to scale, its diameter being 1. 13 feet as com-
pared to the scale value of 1.771 fset. The model was
not checked for accuracy but was found to be faired and
finished in a satisfactory manner. The original model is
shown in figure 1. Cowl flaps were made at LMAL as shown
on figure 20 Some deteils of the ~ileron are shown in
figure 3. The various modifications were constructed by
the Navy, the Curtiss+right Corporation, or the LMAL.
They are as follows: “ .

Modifications Figure No.

Swept-back outer wing panel 4

Rectangular outer wing panel 5

Rectsngulhr wing . 6

Upturned wing tips 7

Skewed flap positions 8“

Canopy opening ... 9

Dorsal fins 10

Revised vertical tail 11

For all wings tested, the dihedral of the center
panel was 0° and of the outer psnel 10°, measured at . “ .
the leading edge of the chord line. ..’
.!
.. The swept-beck outer wing panel was formed by

pivoting the original outer wing panel about a line so
that the total wing area and incidence remained about
constsnt~ The wing sections of.the outer p~els were
thus at an angle to the air stream for this condition.

The rectangular outboard wing panel is rectangular
f~om the break outward giving a larger total area~ The .
rectangular wing was formed by the rectangular outer. .

r

—— . . . . . - - .- . .. . . -.
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Figure 6(c).- The ~-scale model of the XBTC-2 airplane with rectangular wing. Cruising
configuration. Take -off,
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Figure 7(b). - The ~- scale model of the XBTC -2 airplane with upturned wing tips.
Landing configuration.
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Figure n(b). - The ~-scale model of the XBTC -2 airplane with the revised vertical tail and

dorsal fin, D1. Landing configuration.
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